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Powerline M2M comms success story
is simply based on a wireless protocol
Steve Bush meets a UK chip firm which aims to make powerline communications the networking element of machine-to-machine links
Powerline comms chip start-up Xsilon
(pronounced ‘ex-ill-on’) has launched
an ‘early access partnership’ programme
(EAP) for companies interested in its
silicon, which it will sample in Q4.
Unlike powerline firms that aim to
transfer video or audio streams, Xsilon
proposes to provide lower data rate
(250kbit/s) whole-building machine-tomachine communication via the mains
– for energy monitoring, for example.
Alongside early silicon, companies
joining the EAP will get evaluation
hardware, access to the system
technical community, and access to its
special interest group (SIG) – which the
firm is launching for other firms wanting
to make compatible products.
The system is branded ‘Hanadu’,

and it shares protocols with existing
wireless standards to simplify interoperation. “Hanadu is the in-home
M2M connectivity solution that enables
‘whole-home every-home’ reliability for
internet-of-things applications based
on ZigBee, 6LoWPAN and Thread,” said
Xsilon. “Ad hoc topologies are supported
with auto-discovery routing algorithms,”
– so it will be plug-and-play.
As an aside, 6LoWPAN allows IPv6
internet communication over low
power networks. “It stops all the energy
being used to send headers rather than
data,” Xsilon CEO Russell Haggar told
Electronics Weekly.
So why not stick with wireless?
Haggar’s argument is that radio
struggles to reach some parts of a

Russell Haggar

house, and while some applications are
a clear case of radio only, others will be
powerline, or mixed.
“Battery thermostats are a natural
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radio candidate,” he said. “A central
heating control unit with the boiler in
the garage will talk to the house over
powerline.”
Another application might be in
access points to bridge wireless ZigBee
messages into and out of the mains to
extend the physical range of a wireless
network – looking like little more than
mains plugs without a lead.
Radio might also be useful for mains
power-sensing adapters – a plug
between a domestic appliance and its
mains socket to measure voltage and
current consumption, and send this data
through the mains to an energy monitor.
It could be built into domestic
appliances to make them ready for the
smart grid. “For smart metering in a
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to a ‘loose interpretation’ of the rules,
causing problems when utilities have
done mass roll-outs,” said Haggar.
“Hanadu has been designed to
comply with the spirit as well as the
letter of the regulations, and so is an
honest citizen in EMC terms. It is the
only powerline technology so far to
adopt the new EMC regulations [EN
50561],” he said.

Figure 1: Conventional wireless approach: IPv6 and ZigBee sit on top of IEEE 802.15.4
MAC and PHY layers. 6LoWPAN can work with any of the dozen or so PHY layers
defined within 15.4, while ZigBee mandates 15.4’s 2.4GHz (250kbit/s) PHY

block of flats, Hanadu could link a meter
in the basement and an energy display
on 10th floor,” said Haggar.
Under the bonnet
‘ZigBee’ is actually ZigBee network
layers on top of IEEE 802.15.4 MAC and
PHY layers that connect 2.4GHz RF to
the aerial.
An internet protocol for M2M
communications, Thread for example,
uses IPv6 6LoWPAN networking on top
of the same IEEE 802.15.4 MAC and PHY
layers with the same radio interface (see
Figure 1 above).
Hanadu keeps the 802.15.4 MAC, and
replaces the wireless PHY with a 2MHz30MHz powerline PHY. A complete
network can operate through the mains.
“Powerline and radio use the same
protocol,” said Haggar. “We have
demonstrated radio and powerline. The
end point was a radio with no changes.
It didn’t need to know there was a
power-line in the system. It all just
worked.” (Figure 2, below)
Coupling to the mains is through a
transformer, which can be made from
PCB tracks, said Haggar.
Silicon for IEEE 802.15.4 comes in two
flavours: PHY-only, allowing the host
controller to run the MAC protocols, or
MAC-and-PHY where an on-chip
processor runs the MAC protocols.
“Xsilon’s silicon roadmap currently
delivers MAC-and-PHY silicon products,”
said Haggar. “Hanadu silicon can be
created in PHY-only mode.”
There will be two chips, both
sampling Q4 2015: HAN250EP with
simple serial interfaces (SPI, UART,
I2C and PWM), and HAN250LB with

networking interfaces (for Wi-Fi,
Ethernet and USB). Variants will include
hardware to measure mains current and
voltage. Alongside chips, the firm will
also offer modules for easier integration.
Xsilon’s proprietary intellectual
property is in the powerline interface.
“Powerline is very difficult,” said
Haggar. “Our powerline modem is
completely different than any before.”
The 2MHz-30MHz band has a defined
set of EMC compliance rules. It is used
for broadband powerline solutions, such
as HomePlug.
“We use that channel bandwidth for
resilience, and keep the headline datarate down to 250kbit/s to match the
15.4 spec,” said Haggar.
Some early powerline interfaces gave
the genre a bad name by emitting a lot
of RF interference. “EMC in this band
has been problematic in the past due

Energy use
Powerline energy use has also been
an issue. According to Haggar, 0.5W
per modem node remains the Xsilon’s
target.
“I believe we are likely to come under
500mW, but still hundreds of mW,” he
said. “There are fundamental laws of
physics for powerline. No one else even
gets close to a watt.”
To increase the appeal of its flavour
of powerline comms, second-sourcing
will be promoted through a SIG
whose members will be able to make
competing products.
“We would rather have a chunk of a
big market than all of a small market,”
said Haggar. “There will be more than
one company bringing Hanadu silicon to
market. We already have someone lined
up, but they would rather we didn’t say
who yet.”
Competing Hanadu products from
SIG members are due in the first half of
2016.
Hanadu silicon was originally
scheduled for 2013. “The slip was
funding, not engineering,” said Haggar.
“We have still brought our evaluation
kits to market in the original timeframe.”
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Figure 2: Xsilon adapts the conventional wireless approach for power-line use:
The PHY layer changes from one of the IEEE 802.15.4 wireless PHYs to the Hanadu
power-line PHY. Even though it is wired, it appears to the MAC layer as if it is the
2.4GHz (250kbit/s) radio PHY. The MAC layer is a normal 15.4 MAC
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